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MORE THAN 200 VISITORS ATTEND AGILOX OPEN HOUSE EVENT 

• Three-day event series hosted by technology leader AGILOX attracts visitors from 

across Europe to Austria 

• AGILOX Automation Day on September 21, 2023, brings together industry experts 

to discuss trends and developments in intralogistics 

• AGILOX Partner Days invite international premium partners to the AGILOX 

headquarters for the introduction of new product innovations and engaging 

discussions 

(Neukirchen bei Lambach, October 02, 2023) As part of the AGILOX Automation and Partner 

Days, the Austrian technology leader extended invitations to customers and partners, 

laying another foundation for successful collaboration. 

Recently, more than 200 logistics experts from across Europe gathered at the AGILOX 

headquarters in Neukirchen bei Lambach to discuss industry trends and product innovations in 

the world of Autonomous Mobile Robots. The visitors were welcomed by the company's co-

founders, David Niedermaier (Chief Technology Officer) and Josef Baumann-Rott (Chief Operating 

Officer), as well as Jürgen Baumgartner (Chief Sales Officer). "Pushing technological boundaries 

and always striving for the best and safest solutions for our customers are in our DNA," said David 

Niedermaier (Chief Technology Officer and Co-founder of AGILOX). The technology company was 

recently honored with the prestigious IFOY Award for the best AGV/AMR. 

Wolfgang Fasching, a three-time winner of the "Race Across America" and a successful 

mountaineer who conquered Mount Everest, followed with his keynote session "Pushing 

Boundaries," explaining what it means to think outside the box to achieve extraordinary results. 

Subsequently, visitors had the opportunity to witness the performance of fully autonomous robots 

through live demonstrations. With devices like the ONE, the ODM, and the OCF, AGILOX covers 80% 

of all transport applications in production and warehouse logistics. 

"The AGILOX Automation Day was a tremendous success. Since 2017, we have been pioneers in 

the AMR field, automating transport processes. With over 1,200 devices in the field and more than 

150 customers worldwide, AGILOX is one of the leading providers of Autonomous Mobile Robots. 
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This makes us very proud," said Josef Baumann-Rott (Chief Operating Officer and Co-founder of 

AGILOX). 

In addition to the AGILOX Automation Day, the AGILOX Partner Days took place in advance. 

Exclusive distribution partners gained insights into the latest product developments and discussed 

industry developments and trends. 

A highlight of the event was the presentation of the AGILOX Partner Awards. The award for the 

best project of 2023 was awarded to CLS S.p.A. for a project in the grocery segment in Spain. The 

highly complex project received recognition for its intelligent solution design based on 14 

Autonomous Mobile Robots. Laszlo Szentmiklossy from ALEF Distribution HU Kft also received the  

 

"Special Recognition Award for Excellence 2023." This award recognizes outstanding performance 

and exceptional contributions to the partnership with AGILOX. 

Daniel Zindl, Chief Product Officer of AGILOX, shed light on current market trends and provided 

insights into the future of intralogistics in his presentation "Market Trends & Outlook." Wolfgang 

Pointner, R&D Coordinator at AGILOX, took guests on an exciting journey into the world of 

innovation and progress with his presentation "Innovating the Future." He highlighted the role 

artificial intelligence will play in the future of intralogistics and how simulation-based robot 

development will further strengthen AGILOX's innovation capabilities. A compelling case study by 

Matteo Falchi illuminated the exceptional partnership between CLS and AGILOX, serving as an 

inspiration for other AGILOX partners. 

AGILOX continues to emphasize close collaboration with its distribution partners to develop 

innovative intralogistics solutions and successfully implement them worldwide. The Partner Days 

once again demonstrated that these partnerships are invaluable and hold a promising future for 

the intralogistics industry. 

The AGILOX PARTNER DAYS & AUTOMATION DAY were three exciting and innovative days filled 

with entertainment, knowledge, and inspiring discussions. 
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About AGILOX Services GmbH 

AGILOX Services GmbH is an international leading manufacturer of autonomous mobile robots 

(AMRs) for all intralogistics transport processes in warehouse and production logistics. With more 

than 1,200 AMRs in the field and global customers such as Siemens, BMW, Bosch & Daimler, 

AGILOX is one of the leading full-service providers for small and large fleets of driverless 

transport systems. AGILOX Services GmbH, headquartered in Neukirchen bei Lambach, Austria, 

has branches in Europe, the USA, and China, employing more than 200 employees worldwide. 
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